On the involvement of the water-polaron mechanism in energy trapping by reaction centers of purple bacteria.
A locus for binding a mobile water molecule was searched for in the immediate vicinity of the special pair in the reaction center. Using the PROTEUS PC-program (a part of the GRASP package) atomic structures of the reaction centers were analyzed in purple bacteria Rhodopseudomonas viridis and Rhodobacter sphaeroides. In both structures the loci for binding mobile water molecules were found at the distance of about 4.5 A from the middle of the special pair in the reaction center. The reorientation of a hydrogen atom of this water molecule in the electric field of the excited special pair required energy of no less than 40 MeV that corresponded to predictions of the water-polarization model of trapping of electron excitation which was developed by M. V. Fok and one of the authors of this article.